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BBC� / 4 Feb 2020

Londoners ‘experiencing 
racism over coronavirus’
… The new coronavirus has now 
reached more than 20 countries from 
China, where the epidemic began ever 
a month ago. Some British Chinese 
people living in the UK have reported 
being the target of racist abuse linked 
to the out break. Royal…

� / 3 Feb 2020

Coronavirus: British 
Chinese people reveal 
prejudice amid outbreak
… outbreak of coronavirus has “put 
a spotlight on” racism against east 
Asians… and misinformed”, says 
Ibrahim Dogus, chairman of British 
Takeaway Campaign. Casual racism…
Prejudice surrounding coronavirus 
has not just affected business owners; 
British Chinese…

� / 29 Jan 2020

Coronavirus: French 
Asians hit back at racism 
with ‘I’m not a virus’
… in response to the Chinese 
coronavirus outbreak. Anti-Asian 
racism has been reported…

CNN� / 31 Jan 2020

As the coronavirus 
spreads, fear is fueling 
racism and xenophobia
Jessie Yeung

…On a French newspaper’s front 
page last weekend, big block letters 
announced “Yellow Alert” next to an 
image of a Chinese woman wearing 
a face mask. Another headline in the 
same paper read “New Yellow Peril?” 
Above an article about the ongoing 
Wuhan coronavirus outbreak… “Yellow 
Peril” was an old racist ideology that 
targeted East Asians in Western 
countries. The phrase embodies 
the worst of anti-Asian fears and 
stereotypes,…

The�CoNversaTioN� / 12 Feb 2020

Coronavirus: The latest 
disease to fuel mistrust, 
fear and racism
Korey Pasch, Queen’s University, Ontario

… While efforts to address the disease 
move forward, the outbreak has also 
revealed the darker side of human 
nature and our responses to new 
disease and other catastrophic events: 
mistrust, fear and outright racism…
Importantly, discrimination, racism and 
scapegoating has been used to distract 
from the underlying economic, political 
and social decisions that produced 
vulnerability to disaster and disease in 
the first place…

The�GuardiaNs� / 09 Feb 2020

Chinese in UK report 
‘shocking’ levels of 
racism after coronavirus 
outbreak
Lucy Campbell

… Despite only four confirmed cases 
of the coronavirus in the UK, Britain’s 
390,000-strong Chinese community 
have noticed a markedly racist 
response to the global health crisis…
Last week the University of York, home 
to around 2000 Chinese students, 
issued a statement calling for respect 
and tolerance after xenophobic and 
racist comments were published on the 
anonymous confessions page Yorfess…

voaNeWs� / 14 Feb 2020

Australia Condemns 
Coronavirus Racism
Phil Mercer

…Australia has extended its ban 
on travelers from mainland China 
for at least another week because 
of the coronavirus outbreak.  The 
country’s chief medical officer has 
also condemned xenophobia towards 
Chinese Australians as the number of 
deaths from COVID-19  continues to 
grow…
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Coronavirus: The latest disease to fuel 
mistrust, fear and racism
Korey Pasch, Queen’s University, Ontario

With the outbreak of the novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) in Wuhan, 
China, stories of courage and strength have captured our collective 
attention as the disease spreads.

We have also seen large-scale efforts in China to combat coronavirus, 
including the construction of new hospitals and facilities in provincial 
areas as well as the massive quarantine of millions of people.

While efforts to address the disease move forward, the outbreak has 
also revealed the darker side of human nature and our responses 
to new diseases and other catastrophic events: mistrust, fear and 
outright racism.
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